MTB
Routes
Mountain Biking enthusiasts can enjoy riding on Lindani by either designing their own route from a
multitude of trails and roads (see map below), or by following one of many recommended routes that have
been designed to assist riders find a route suited to their level.

Using the abundance of trails and farm roads on Lindani, multiple mountain biking routes have been
designed and have been divided into 4 categories: Advanced, Intermediate, Easy and Nippers. Each
category has its own coloured numbers, and each route has its own number. Arrows directing all routes
are marked by a red on yellow arrow

All the routes are also available on the Trailforks App. Note that some of the indicated distances may differ
for the various lodges, as it is necessary to ride an extra 1-2km from some of the lodges to get to the
routes.
A special note for Skebenga guests – in order to access the trails on the main Lindani property, you will
need to exit through Gate No 4 or Gate No 3 (when buffalo are in the ‘plains’ camp - accessed by crossing
Skebenga dam wall and going through the pedestrian gate), and enter the main Lindani property through
gate No 2.
Route Distance
(Km)
Advanced
62.3
1
Intermediate
26.7
2
3
32.6
33.3
4
Beginner
12.5
6
15.4
7
21.3
8
20.4
9
Nippers
11
3.4
3.2
12
5.4
13
4.1
14
5.8
15
7.2
16
5.8
17
8.7
18
5.2
19
3.2
20
2.4
21

Climb
(m)

Nearby Lodges

920

All

321
474
500

Alden Cottage, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala, Loft, Stone House and Thabeng
All
Thabeng, Stone House, Bush Camp, Maroela, Molope and Skebenga

156
171
262
244

Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala, Loft and Alden Cottage
Alden Cottage, Loft, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala, Stone House and Thabeng
Stone House, Thabeng, Bush Camp, Maroela, Molope and Skebenga
Thabeng, Stone House, Bush Camp, Maroela, Molope and Skebenga

35
22
54
51
65
92
91
116
45
36
21

Alden Cottage, Loft, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala
Alden Cottage, Loft, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala
Alden Cottage, Loft, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala
Thabeng and Stone House
Thabeng and Stone House
Thabeng and Stone House
Maroela, Malope, and Skebenga
Bush Camp, Maroela, Malope, and Skebenga
Skebenga, Maroela and Malope
Skebenga
Alden Cottage

Advanced Routes
There is one advanced route on Lindani that is accessible from all the lodges. It is a 62km route and
includes all of Lindani’s best trails. If you are up for the challenge, this route is real gem!
Number colour: Yellow on BLACK background

1
Distance: 62.3 km
Climbing: 920 m
Nearby Lodges: All

Gate
No1

Intermediate routes
There are three intermediate routes on the farm, two or more of which will be accessible from each lodge.
Each route has its own number which will be visible along the route. The routes range from 20 to 30km
and include some of the nicest trails on Lindani.
Number colour: Yellow on BLUE background

2

to

4

2

Distance: 26.7 km
Elevation: 321m
Nearby Lodges: Alden Cottage, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala, Loft, Stone House and Thabeng

Gate
No1
A fun route with not too much climbing, and with lots of fun trail. The trails included have many natural
rock gardens, but nothing too technical. This route also incorporates some farm roads, and is easily
accessible from many of the lodges.

3

Distance: 32.6km
Elevation: 474m
Nearby Lodges: All

Thabeng

This route is arguably one of the nicest routes on Lindani, including some of the best trails on the farm.
There is one long climb up to the top of the farm. Once at the top, there is an awesome 8km descent with
lovely, flowing trail. This route is easily accessible for most of the Lodges.

4

Distance: 33.3 km
Elevation: 500m
Nearby Lodges: Thabeng, Stone House, Bush Camp, Maroela, Molope and Skebenga

This route is fun and technical, with a lot of variety. It incorporates a good combination of smooth, flowing
trail, farm roads, and some technical rock gardens. This route is probably one of the more technical
intermediate routes on the farm, with a 5km stretch that has a lot of rocks. However, if you are up for the
challenge, it is a stunning route with awesome trails.

Easy routes
Number colour: Yellow on GREEN background.

6

to

9

Each lodge has 1 or more easily accessible beginner routes that range between 10 and 20km. Each route
has its own number, which is displayed along the route. The easy routes consist of a combination of farm
roads and green-rated trails.

6

Distance: 12.5km
Elevation: 156m
Nearby lodges: Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala, Loft and Alden Cottage

An easy, short route that includes farm roads, combined with fun, flowing trails, and a few rocky (but nontechnical) patches. The route is relatively flat and is suitable for most levels of riders. Can be combined
with Route 7 for a longer ride.

7

Distance: 15.4km
Elevation: 171m
Nearby lodges: Alden Cottage, Loft, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala, Stone House and Thabeng

A fun route with a combination of farm roads and easy trails. The route is relatively flat, with gradual hills,
and easy, flowing descents. The route is accessible by most of the lodges and has some great game-viewing
opportunities. Can be combined with Route 6 or a longer, easy ride.

8
Distance: 21.3 km
Elevation: 262 m
Nearby lodges: Stone House, Thabeng, Bush Camp, Maroela, Molope and Skebenga

This route is a good combination of farm roads, easy trails, trail along the Kopperspruit, and many great
game-viewing areas, making it a perfect route for a Lindani meander! The route is easily accessible by
many of the lodges. Shorter versions of this route are possible by cutting out certain sections.

9
Distance: 20.4 km
Elevation: 244 m
Nearby Lodges: Thabeng, Stone House, Bush Camp, Maroela, Molope and Skebenga

An easy route, filled with fun, flowing trails and beautiful scenery. The route incorporates both farm roads
and easy trail. Shorter versions of this route are possible by cutting out certain sections.

Nipper routes
Number colour: Black on WHITE background.

11

to

21

Each lodge has 1 or more easily accessible nipper routes, which are 2-5km in length. They are nontechnical and are perfect for kids.
Nipper routes most accessible from each lodge:

11
Distance: 3.4 km
Elevation: 35m
Nearby Lodges: Alden Cottage, Loft, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala

This is a short 3.4km circular route starting at The Loft lodge, or at the bridge over the Melkrivier. It is ideal
for young kids and beginners wanting to experience riding their bike in the bush. The route is best ridden in
an anti-clockwise direction. After riding up part of the Loft hill road, riders turn left onto ‘Easy Rider’ trail.
This is a beautifully flowing trail which goes through a field that is good for game viewing. The trail then
passes through a wooded area, and eventually crosses over the Loft Hill Road, travelling along part of the
Melk River. Riders then turn left off the trail onto the Flat Rocks road which takes you back to the start.

12

Distance: 3.2 km
Elevation: 22 m
Nearby Lodges: Alden Cottage, Loft, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala

This easy 3km loop for kids and beginners is mostly on farm roads, with a short piece of trail. The route
travels in an anti-clockwise direction.

13
Distance: 5.4 km
Elevation: 54 m
Nearby Lodges: Alden Cottage, Loft, Motseng, Bushbuck, Impala

This beautiful, slightly longer 5.3km route for kids and beginners combines the Nipper 11 and 12 routes. It
consists of farm roads and flowing trail through the Loft field, game viewing sections, and sections of trail
along the Melk River with two bridge crossings.

Distance: 4.1 km
Elevation: 51 m
Nearby Lodges: Thabeng & Stone House

14

A great circular route for kids and beginners staying at the Stone House. The route begins with a gradual
climb from the Stone House on the farm road, heading back to gate no2. It then turns right onto a flowing
trail that takes you through the middle of an open savanna plain with great game viewing. There is a
section that crosses through a gully that is very ridable, but also easy to hop off and take a short walk
through, should you prefer. Route 14 can be combined with Nipper routes 15 or/and 16 for a longer Nipper
ride.

15
Distance: 5.8 km
Elevation: 65 m
Nearby Lodges: Thabeng & Stone House

A mellow 5.8km ride for nippers and guests staying at Thabeng and Stone House. Mostly farm road with a
fun descent of flowing trail. This route will take you through some open savanna plains with great game
viewing.

Distance: 7.2 km
Elevation: 92 m
Nearby Lodges: Thabeng & Stone House

16

This is a slightly longer nipper and beginners ride, suitable for all riders staying at Thabeng or Stone House.
It includes farm roads joined with a flowing trail through an open field with great game viewing, and a
beautiful trail along the length of the Kopperspruit. This route can be shortened by cutting out sections.
For a longer ride, combine this route with Nipper routes 14 and 15. Beware of possible oncoming riders on
the trail along the Kopperspruit, as some of the other trails travel in the opposite direction.

17
Distance: 5.8 km
Elevation: 91m
Nearby Lodges: Maroela, Molope and Skebenga

This fun 6km route for guests staying at Maroela, Malope or Skebenga is the perfect ride for kids. It begins
with a steady climb from Gate no2 on farm road, with great game viewing, followed by a super fun descent
on flowing trail back to gate no2. This route may be shortened by cutting out the second half of the climb
(see map) or be extended by following route 18 for a longer section of trail descent.

18
Distance: 8.7 km
Elevation: 116 m
Nearby Lodges: Bush Camp, Maroela, Molope and Skebenga

A super fun 8.7 km ride for Nippers and beginners staying at Bush Camp, Maroela, Malope and Skebenga.
From Bush Camp there is a short climb before branching left onto a long descending trail through beautiful
savannah woodlands, crossing over farm roads three times. At the end of the trail the route turns right
onto a farm road for a steady climb back up to Bush Camp. The trail may be cut shorter for Bush Camp
guests by cutting back right when the trail crosses the third road, or for Maroela, Malope and Skebenga
guests by following the signs for route 17.

19
Distance: 5.2 km
Elevation: 45 m
Nearby Lodges: Skebenga, Maroela and Malope

A short 5.km easy ride on farm roads through a beautiful open bushveld plain with stunning views of
surrounding mountain tops and a wetland that feeds into Skebenga Dam. There is the strong chance of
seeing kudu, impala, waterbuck, and other small antelope. Suited for guests staying at Skebenga Lodge,
this route can be ridden when buffalo bulls are moved into one of the other camps (see Lodge map and
signs on gates to check buffalo are not in the ‘Plains’ camp).

Distance: 3.2 km
Elevation: 36m
Nearby Lodges: Skebenga

20

A very short, easy, scenic ride - mainly on farm roads - and suited for guests staying at Skebenga Lodge.
The ride takes you over the Skebenga dam wall, through a pedestrian gate, and immediately right onto a
short trail which links onto a farm road, traveling down parallel to the wetland below Skebenga dam. You
will need to go through a gate and turn right to cross over a foot bridge. As you exit the river crossing, turn
right again and go through another gate. Turn immediately left after going through the gate and head up
this road which leads to a right turn onto the road going back to Skebenga Lodge. This route can be ridden
when buffalo bulls are moved into the ‘plains’ camp (see Lodge map and signs on gates to check buffalo in
the ‘Plains’ camp)

21
Distance: 2.4 km
Elevation: 21m
Nearby Lodges: Alden Cottage

A short fun ride for kids staying at Alden Cottage. A figure of 8 loop using mainly the farm driveway and
adjacent trails down to the Alden Dam.

